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All Noun 8s- Z 

ZABAIONE AABEINOZ dessert resembling custard [n -S] 

ZABAJONE AABEJNOZ zabaione (dessert resembling custard) [n -S] 

ZACATONS AACNOSTZ ZACATON, Mexican grass [n] 

ZADDIKIM ADDIIKMZ ZADDICK, zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n] / ZADDIK [n] 

ZAIBATSU AABISTUZ powerful family combine in Japan [n ZAIBATSU] 

ZAMARRAS AAAMRRSZ ZAMARRA, sheepskin coat [n] 

ZAMARROS AAMORRSZ ZAMARRO, zamarra (sheepskin coat) [n] 

ZAMINDAR AADIMNRZ tax collector in precolonial India [n -S] 

ZANINESS AEINNSSZ quality or state of being zany [n -ES] 

ZAPATEOS AAEOPSTZ ZAPATEO, Spanish dance [n] 

ZAPTIAHS AAHIPSTZ ZAPTIAH, Turkish policeman [n] 

ZAPTIEHS AEHIPSTZ ZAPTIEH, zaptiah (Turkish policeman) [n] 

ZARATITE AAEIRTTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

ZAREEBAS AABEERSZ ZAREEBA, zareba (improvised stockade) [n] 

ZARZUELA AAELRUZZ Spanish operetta [n -S] 

ZASTRUGA AAGRSTUZ sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n -GI] 

ZASTRUGI AGIRSTUZ ZASTRUGA, sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n] 

ZEALOTRY AELORTYZ excessive zeal [n -RIES] 

ZEBRANOS ABENORSZ ZEBRANO, tree having striped wood [n] 

ZEBRINES BEEINRSZ ZEBRINE, offspring of male horse and female zebra [n] 

ZECCHINI CCEHIINZ ZECCHINO, former gold coin of Italy [n] 

ZECCHINO CCEHINOZ former gold coin of Italy [n -NI, -S] 

ZECCHINS CCEHINSZ ZECCHIN, zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n] 

ZELKOVAS AEKLOSVZ ZELKOVA, Japanese tree [n] 

ZEMINDAR ADEIMNRZ zamindar (tax collector in precolonial India) [n -S] 

ZEMSTVOS EMOSSTVZ ZEMSTVO, elective council in czarist Russia [n] 

ZENAIDAS AADEINSZ ZENAIDA, wild dove [n] 

ZEOLITES EEILOSTZ ZEOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZEPPELIN EEILNPPZ long, rigid airship [n -S] 

ZEPPOLES EELOPPSZ ZEPPOLE, deep-fried pastry [n] 

ZIBELINE BEEIILNZ soft fabric [n -S] 

ZIGGURAT AGGIRTUZ ancient Babylonian temple tower [n -S] 

ZIKKURAT AIKKRTUZ ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n -S] 

ZIKURATS AIKRSTUZ ZIKURAT, ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n] 

ZILLIONS IILLNOSZ ZILLION, indeterminately large number [n] 

ZINCATES ACEINSTZ ZINCATE, chemical salt [n] 

ZINCITES CEIINSTZ ZINCITE, ore of zinc [n] 

ZIRCALOY ACILORYZ zirconium alloy [n -S] 

ZIRCONIA ACIINORZ chemical compound [n -S] 

ZITHERNS EHINRSTZ ZITHERN, zither (stringed instrument) [n] 

ZOETROPE EEOOPRTZ optical toy in which series of pictures rotates to give illusion of motion [n -S] 

ZOISITES EIIOSSTZ ZOISITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZOMBIISM BIIMMOSZ system of beliefs connected with West African snake god [n -S] 

ZONATION AINNOOTZ arrangement in zones [n -S] 

ZONETIME EEIMNOTZ standard time used at sea [n -S] 
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ZOOCHORE CEHOOORZ plant dispersed by animals [n -S] 

ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA] 

ZOOGLEAE AEEGLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLEAS AEGLOOSZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLOEA AEGLOOOZ zooglea (jellylike mass of bacteria) [n -E, -S] 

ZOOLATER AELOORTZ one that worships animals [n -S] 

ZOOLATRY ALOORTYZ worship of animals [n -RIES] 

ZOOMANIA AAIMNOOZ excessive interest in animals [n -S] 

ZOOMETRY EMOORTYZ measurement of animals or animal parts [n -RIES] 

ZOOMORPH HMOOOPRZ something in form of animal [n -S] 

ZOONOSES ENOOOSSZ ZOONOSIS, disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n] 

ZOONOSIS INOOOSSZ disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n -SES] 

ZOOPHILE EHILOOPZ lover of animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHILY HILOOPYZ love of animals [n -LIES] 

ZOOPHOBE BEHOOOPZ one who fears or hates animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHYTE EHOOPTYZ invertebrate animal [n -S] 

ZOOSPERM EMOOPRSZ male fertilizing element of animal [n -S] 

ZOOSPORE EOOOPRSZ type of spore [n -S] 

ZORILLAS AILLORSZ ZORILLA, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZORILLES EILLORSZ ZORILLE, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZORILLOS ILLOORSZ ZORILLO, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZUCCHINI CCHIINUZ vegetable [n -S] 

ZUGZWANG AGGNUWZZ situation in chess that forces disadvantageous move [n -S] 

ZWIEBACK ABCEIKWZ sweetened bread [n -S] 

ZYGOMATA AAGMOTYZ ZYGOMA, cheekbone [n] 

ZYGOSITY GIOSTYYZ makeup of particular zygote [n -TIES] 

ZYGOTENE EEGNOTYZ stage in meiosis [n -S] 

ZYMOGENE EEGMNOYZ zymogen (substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated) [n -S] 

ZYMOGENS EGMNOSYZ ZYMOGEN, substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated [n] 

ZYMOGRAM AGMMORYZ record of separated proteins after electrophoresis [n -S] 

ZYMOLOGY GLMOOYYZ science of fermentation [n -GIES] 

ZYMOSANS AMNOSSYZ ZYMOSAN, insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n] 

ZYZZYVAS ASVYYZZZ ZYZZYVA, tropical weevil [n] 

 

 

 


